The bankers have no hesitation in calling on me to
pay attention to urgent legislation before our committee
affecting bank operations. Labor keeps me fully informed on what absolutely essential bills must be passed
right away. On the Merchant Marine Committee I am
never in the dark very long about the steps we must take
to save our American flag fleet from imminent ruin. In
the housing field, the builders can cite me chapter and
verse on the necessity for expanding or improving FHA
to enable them to build more homes.

Truth-in-Lending bll, I can truthfully say I get five
times as much mail and propaganda attacking this idea
as I receive expressions of support for it. Perhaps the
average consumer feels I'm already on his side.
But for every department store executive or automobile dealer or finance company official who writes me
how impossible it would be to provide accurate information on true interest rates, I feel I should hear from
at least a similar number of consumers telling me some
of their own experiences in the jungle of time-payment
nmmbo-jumbo. And if I do not hear from many such
Yet, on consumer issues, I find that I have to do
people, you can be sure other members of Congress do
a lot of missionary work to get people interested in
not, either.
what they should be asking me to do for them. This
I work hard-and love my job, and couldn't work
is backwards. They should be telling me, and their
much harder at it if I tried. But I would like consumers
own congressmen.
to provide more of a push on the things I am working
As chairman of the Subcommittee on Consumer on, and on the consumer issues I may be neglecting. See
Affairs, which has jurisdiction over consumer credit legis- what you can do in that direction, will you? In the
lation, and as sponsor in the House of the Douglas Congress, our opportunities are unlimited.

CONSUMER EDUCATION AND CONSUMER PROTECTION
KEY ELEMENTS IN THE POVERTY PROGRAM
BY MELVIN B. MOGULOF, PH.D. »>
R epresentative in Charge of Community Action
Program, Far West Region, San Francisco
Different fields o( interest tend to develop their own
jargon which, in turn, emphasizes real impact upon the
way others think about an area.
T ake the concepts of "consumer education" and "consumer protection". The former implies that it is the
consumer who must do the changing, who must develop
better devices for coping with the merchandizing techniques of modern America. I think that many Community Action Programs will develop creative devices
for re-educating the poor as consumers; I shall discuss
some of these devices later. But as one whose bias lies
in the area of prevention, I am much more attracted
to the concept of consumer protection.
In the notion of protection lies the imperative of dealing with the producer, rather than the consumer. And
the potential for this kind of change lies uniquely in the
Community Action Program.
Some of the major potentials o( the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 lie in the equipping of poor p eople
to deal more adequately with their environment. But if
one's environment in the role of consumer is the jungle
of advertising claims, installment buying, impulse
marketing, deceptive packaging and labelling, etc., then
surely the Office of Economic Opportunity has little
capacity to control this environment.

MOST CRUCIAL TO SURVIVAL OF POOR
We can h elp the poor person become a better reader
of labels and, therefore, ameliorate the effects of his
environment, but we can hardly force manufacturers to
state package weights in such a way as to be intelligible.
This is the kind of consumer protection that the Office
of Economic Opportunity is much less concerned with.
Rather, our concern is with the producers of those resources which are most crucial to the survival of the
poor.
The concep t of regulating the "producer" in addition,
or coupled with a strategy of consumer education, has
been central to the deliberations of this council. Clearly
one can spend many years in individu al education and
end up with nothing more profound than "caveat
emptor". The middle-class consumer seems to have exercised his caveats. In fact, his capacity to maneuver within
the competing claims and the small print is one measure
of his middle-classness. By education, by occupation by
the availability of cash, the middle-class consumer is able
to retain some kind of balance between himself and
producers.
This notion of balance is of course a critical one; in
fact, the very reason you assemble periodically is to
assess this balance and determine where the council shall
throw its weight. I would be surprised if any of your
recent efforts have been directed towards aiding the
producer.
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Let me pursue this notion of balance between
producer and consumer, and examine its implications for the anti-poverty program. The consumer
can seek to retain some balance in his relationship
with producers through the fostering of competition, through the establishment of consumer protective devices and finally through the intervention of
government. All societies have established certain
areas where the government itself becomes the producer. In our own country the schools, the courts,
the police, the mails, to name but a few, have seen
the government become the producer.
PARALLEL SYSTEMS OF RELATIONSHIP
I have spoken about two relationships: (a) that of
the consumer to the private sector producer, with the
consumer aided by a number of balancing devices, including government intervention; and ·(b) that of the
consumer to public sector producers, with the consumer
aided by political pressure and administrative review.
Any observer of the American scene for the past
30 years has noticed two parallel systems of relationship have arisen between resource and consumer.
The predominant relationship is that where a combination of public and private resources are aimed
at a total public. Thus, we may buy our house
through a private real estate broker but depend
upon countless "balancing" devices instituted
through our government to protect us in these transactions. In theory, if there were perfect balance,
the government would govern least. In fact, the
government continues to establish laws and agencies
to see that a semblance of balance is in fact maintained.
To the consternation of those who prefer a government which governs least, these regulating agencies have
appeared to intervene on behalf of the consumer in
sustaining this balance. In some instances, government
could not sustain this balance between resource and
consumer by regulation, and thus had to become a
furnisher of the resources. Since a sense of "balance" is
differentially perceived, depending upon where one is
in the social and economic structure, societies have been
continually exercised over how much government ownership and regulation is proper. Our own society seems
to value a minimum of government regulation.
It is clear that in America there has been a
growth of a whole series of government controlled
resources which are aimed at a specific segment of
consumers who have fared so poorly in receiving
resources from the private sector that alternate arrangements had to be made. This special and
emerging relationship between government as the
supplier of resources and a specific sector of the
consuming population means that for the poor

person, critical life decisions affecting him lie increasingly with the public bureaucracies.
It is not clear as to who, if anyone, sits between the
public bureaucracies and the most disadvantaged. Unlike the middle-class, the disadvantaged have neither
access to the policy making of these public agencies
which critically affect their lives, nor have they been able
to organize protection of their own interests against
these bureaucracies.
Take note of these public bureaucracies whose resources are central to the lives of the poor. Then, after
examining the differential way in which these agencies
are used by the poor and the middle-class, the possibilities for change emerging in the anti-poverty program
will be discussed.
THE SCHOOLS: 1£ one's aim is to escape poverty,
there would appear to be no resource as critical as good
education. But the dismal liturgy that all of us can recite
is that the schools in the most impoverished area have
the poorest equipment, the poorest teachers, the poorest
morale and the poorest parent involvement, among their
other disabilities. In the central core of our great cities
where the poor have congregated, are invariably the
worst schools. So oad, in fact, that those who are middleclass, must either avoid the central city or use private
schools.
The Washington, D. C., statistics are most instructive
-with 543 of its population Negro, over 853 of the
public school population is Negro. As consumers of education, the middle-class white has available to him alternate resources. The poor must often deal with a school
system which regards parents in general, and poor
parents in particular, as a bother. They must see their
children labelled "drop out" when the concept of "shove
out" would be equally appropriate.
Apart from programs of compensation in which the
schools are beginning to take note of the failures, (or
their failures), the difference in interpretation is of great
consequence; exciting programs involving better linkage
between schools and the neighborhoods of the poor are
being supported, and extensive efforts are under way to
develop positions for the poor as aids in the school
system. Whether this linkage makes the school more
sensitive to the educational needs of the poor remains
to be empirically tested.
HEALTH: The great legislative victory which the
Johnson administration seems on the verge of winning
with regard to Medicare may be an entering wedge into
a problem of greatest importance for the poor. In our
society the amount of money one spends for medical and
dental care is one of the single best indicators of one's
income. In no other area are the poor forced as completely to be dependent upon the public sector. The
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"family doctor" as a reality has never existed for poor
people. And if medical care has been hard to come by,
dental care has been almost impossible.
If one is on welfare, and vendor payments are made
for medical care, check your own communities to see
which physicians take such payments and whether they
have hospital privileges, and whether they have graduated from the better medical schools. And if the person
is poor and newly arrived in a community, he practically
has to be dying to receive the largesse of the public
medical facility. And in regard to dental care for the
poor, the less said the better.
The specific achievements of the anti-poverty program
in the medical area are more in the area of promise. The
poverty program is changing the rules to make case finding but a first step in medical care of the poor.
WELFARE: If there is any organization which fits
the notion of a special set of resources with which the
poor must cope it is the Welfare Department. It is so
specialized a resource that most of us can only know it
from the outside. 'i\Thether its primary function is help
or punishment frequently is not clear. Whatever the
case, there are Welfare Departments which establish
minimum budget standards and then give people a percentage of that. Or, there are departments which by
policy make no grants to families where there is an ablebodied male in the house, or have midnight raids, or
capricious rulings denying applicants their rights.
Now, if ever there was a producer from which
consumers Heeded protection, it is this unique system
which furnishes the primary resources for those in
greatest need in our society. And these Departments,
in turn, need protection from those who control
their resources, for in many places Welfare Departments have abandoned trained staffs (or vice versa),
and county policy is to make things as unattractive
as possible to discourage potential recipients from
coming in to an area.
T itle V of the Economic Opportunity Act provides the
first large scale opportunity for 'i\Telfare Departments to
move people off dependent status through work experience and training. Whether such movement is permanent depends upon our economies making a dent in a
53 unemployment rate. And until we have more adequate social insurances, there will always be poor in
special categories who must be consumers of the Welfare
Department and who will continue to need protection
from these departments.
HOUSING,

LAW,

EMPLOYMENT

SERVICES:

Public housing, by definition, is a resource for the poor.
But not for all the poor, of course. Those with large
families and those who do not fit management's definition of "good tenants" can find themselves less able
to secure this precious resources. The special relation-
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ship of the poor and the law does not need much docu·
mentation.
The poor must deal with the Jaw more frequently, and
by virtue of their poverty they have less protection when
they do so. 'i\Then they are arrested, the poor are less
apt to be able to furnish bail and thus are jailed prior
to being judged guilty. The employment services have
special crucial resources which the poor must consume.
And these services rarely make themselves accessible to
the poor by being in their neighborhood or by aggressively interpreting their services or by abandoning those
screening devices which oflen serve to block the poor
from being considered eligible for certain positions.
This compilation of the sins of our public bureaucracies could be continued. The purpose of this list is
not to flail the public agencies, but rather to point up
the special, continuing and dominating relationship that
the poor must have with these public agencies. In fact,
it is this continuing relationship between the poor and
certain jntblic agencies which is the ve1y definiiton of
their poverty.
And because these public agencies are enjoined by law
to sustain a relationship with the poor, they have done
so while the whole trend of the voluntary agency structures has been away from the poor toward a middle-class
clientele.
In each community, we in the Office of Economic Opportunity have learned that it is the public agencies who
know the poor and who deal with them. And you in
ths council who are concerned with the problem of consumer education and consumer protection must begin to
deal with these special relationships. Otherwise, your
activities run the risk of remaining il'relevant to the
great needs ,which surround the special consumer status
of those in poverty.
GIVE PROMISE OF CHANGING
RELATIONSHIPS
In bringing this paper to a close, it may be of help to
review some of the specific devices being supported by
Economic Opportunity funds which give promise of
ch anging the relationship of the poor as consumers to
those who supply their resources.
In almost all major cities we are supporting efforts
to bring crucial resources back to the neighborhoods
of the poor. By making these services visible, and
putting them into contact with one another, as well
as the people they were intended to serve, it is hoped
to re-establish meaningful contact between the poor
and the agencies ostensibly set up to serve them.
In addition, we are supporting a new function in
many communities, that of a Neighborhood Aide.
This is a person who comes from the community
and who has achieved a certain degree of sophistication about m aneuvering between the public and

private agencies which exist to work with the poor.
The job of this Neighborhood Aide is to pass on to
other consumers the special knowledge he has picked
up in purchasing, home-making, securing rights of
review from agencies, etc. In addition, the Neighborhood Aide physically takes the consumer, when
necessary, to the agency from which he seeks help.
We have learned that agencies become more tractable when the poor are accompanied by Aides who
"know the ropes".
In other cases we are supporting the establishment of neighborhood legal services to protect the
poor against certain forces in their environment
which do not deal equitably with them. We are
learning that the sheer availability of legal consultation to the poor can have a salutary effect.
There are two other devices of major impact both of which flow from the language of the legislation which seeks "maximum feasible involvement
of groups in areas to be served." The boards of directors of these newly established Community Action
Programs contain membership who themselves are
poor, or are elected as representatives by the poor.
Thus, these new mechanisms which are producing
an array of resources for the poor are doing so with

the potential consumer involved in the heart of the
process.
And lastly, anti-poverty funds are being used in
community after community to organize groups of
the poor so that they can take collective action to
help themselves and to influence those public ana
private agencies which control the crucial resources
central to their needs. In effect, we are attempting
to create competent groups of citizen-consumers who
will be able to become a voice in the making of those
community decisions which may effect them.
T hese efforts at changing influence patterns have consequences which few of us can foresee at this point. It
may even mean new and smaller roles for groups such
as this Council on Consumer Information which perhaps,
like the rest of us, have attempted to do good things for
the poor, but without their involvement and sanction.
The ground rules are changing and our capacity to find
new roles may testify as to_whether our organizations
exist to deal with the problems, or exist to perpetuate
themselves as organizations.
• The opinions expressed in this article are those of the author
alone and ue not to be attributed directly or indirectly to the Office of Economic Opportunity.

PRODUCT TESTING AND THE CONSUMER'S RIGHT TO KNOW
By MORRIS KAPLAN
Technical Director, Consumers Union
The Council on Consumer Information considered
many aspects of the consumer problem, from those of
low-income consumers to anti-trust laws; from "fairtrade" to family financial counseling; from how to choose
your doctor to burial practices.
Although Consumers Union concerns itself with all of
these problems of the consumer, its special domain is the
evaluation of consumer goods (and services, where possible) by brand name and the publication of these evaluations in the form of ratings for overall quality. This
part of our activity looks at the market through the
bewildered eyes of the prospective individual buyer, applies the resources of current technology to searching out
meaningful answers for him and presents these answers
in specific form for his direct use.
Such advice is so clearly worthwhile that more than
900,00D people are willing to contribute money to the
effort. Although I shall not concern myself with it, I
must note in passing that there is a by-product of this
effort which is in some ways more significant: this is the
insight into some of the forces at work in our society
which produce the facts we uncover; our society's values
as seen through the operation of the buyer-seller relationship; our society's aspirations as interpreted in the laws
governing this relationship.
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CONSUMER PROBLEM ALWAYS WITH US
The consumer problem has always been with us. In
1265, St. Thomas Aquinas was concerned with "whether
a seller is bound to point out a defect in the thing sold"
including matters of quality, quantity and "substance",
i.e., the composition of the article. And testing in one
form or another is also part of our heritage-checking
if a coin is counterfeit by estimating its bending modulus,
i.e., putting it between the teeth and trying to bend it;
checking to learn if a ring is made of gold by dipping it
into acid; determining the quantity of wheat by the
number of standard-sized containers it will fill.
In 1821, John Quincy Adams reported to Congress
that "the knowledge (of weights and measures) as established in use is among the first elements of education
and is often learned by those who learn nothing else,
not even to read and write. This knowledge is riveted
in the habitual application of it to the employment of
men throughout life". He might have said the same
about other components of consumer knowledge. For
the world of the consumer was much simpler then than
it is now and the consumer in the early 19th century
could cope more effectively than his counterpart in today's market.

